FLSA changes. How will they
impact your business?
The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) changes will reclassify a portion of the workforce
to become eligible for overtime pay, and the Department of Labor expects 4 MILLION
employees to be impacted.1 New regulations leave big questions.
Do you have the right tools in place to manage the outcome – and what will it cost you?
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Find out more here. https://www.dol.gov/whd/overtime/final2016/

How can we ensure we
are paying people for
the hours they work?

What is the impact
on morale and
engagement?

Is our scheduling
optimized?

Should we require
approvals for overtime?

How will we track time
so we know when to pay
employees overtime?

Is working from home
considered "work"?
How are we going to
monitor hours and costs
on an ongoing basis?

Can we automate
some of the work our
current staff is doing?
Do we need to
adjust our hiring
strategy?

Do we need to update
our timekeeping and
scheduling systems?

How will we
reallocate workload?

CAN MY SYSTEMS HANDLE THESE CHANGES?

How can we help
• Minimize the impact these changes will have on your business
• Automate time and wage calculations to deliver the perfect pay check
• Create best-fit schedules that account for business and compliance needs
• Establish an audit trail with robust reporting
www.CompletePayrollSolutions.com
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